
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Gentlemen, you ______________________ for breeding animals as a
passionate pursuit to know how much toil and effort it costs to produce a
perfect specimen, no matter of what species.

1.

(not/go in)

don't have to go in

But _____________________________ impressed?2.
(why/they/should/be/?)

why should they have to be

This was the recklessness for which they _____________.3. (past/pay)had to pay

Marvin ______________ his hot bread.4. (past/have)had to have

A man ____________ his own Providence.5. (be)has to be

It was clearer than ever that she understood its full significance, but equally
clear that we ______________________ some time for any assistance from
her.

6.

(should/wait)
should have to wait

____________________________ out, then?7. (what/I/shall/sing/?)What shall I have to sing

But we ________________________ much that day.8. (past/not/march)did not have to march

I _______________________ you that the military caste lost its chance of
control when war disappeared, and that religion is losing ground every day.
9.

(not/remind)

don't have to remind

Corrective justice ____________ with punishment.10. (do)has to do

We ________________, whether we like it or not.11. (go on)have to go on

On the contrary, he _____________________ them.12. (would/keep)would have to keep

Then I _______________ right through their lines.13. (past/crawl)had to crawl

I ______________ the instrument sing before his eyes before he could be
satisfied that he had not heard the cries of a woman.
14.

(past/make)
had to make

When you really _____________, you shall leave by one of my short cuts.15.
(go)

have to go
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But ___________________________________ to who has become the
martyr-the Saint Sebastian-of a literary correspondence!
16.

(what/one/not/submit/?)

what does not one have to submit

I'll get them wealth, if I _______________ down London for it.17. (burn)have to burn

Too late did the Romans understand the man with whom they
______________.
18.

(past/deal)had to deal

Oh, we are well enough, compared to other girls: if we
__________________ our own living, we should not be so much amiss.
19.

(past/not/earn)
had not to earn

So we __________________ ashore on the wrong bank.20. (past/struggle)had to struggle
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